The glass transition and its related dynamics of myoglobin in water and in a water-glycerol mixture have been investigated by dielectric spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). For all samples, the DSC measurements display a glass transition that extends over a large temperature range. Both the temperature of the transition and its broadness decrease rapidly with increasing amount of solvent in the system. The dielectric measurements show several dynamical processes, due to both protein and solvent relaxations, and in the case of pure water as solvent the main protein process (which most likely is due to conformational changes of the protein structure) exhibits a dynamic glass transition (i.e. reaches a relaxation time of 100 s) at about the same temperature as the calorimetric glass transition temperature T g is found. This glass transition is most likely caused by the dynamic crossover and the associated vanishing of the α-relaxation of the main water relaxation, although it does not contribute to the calorimetric T g . This is in contrast to myoglobin in water-glycerol, where the main solvent relaxation makes the strongest contribution to the calorimetric glass transition. For all samples it is clear that several proteins processes are involved in the calorimetric glass transition and the broadness of the transition depends on how much these different relaxations are separated in time.
Introduction
It is a well-known fact that the function of a protein is dependent on its internal motions. Also established is that its function, in some way, is related to its surrounding water, since it has been shown that proteins need a certain hydration level for full biological function [1] , and that dry proteins are biologically inactive [2] . This can be explained by the plasticizing effect water has on proteins [3] , i.e., the enhancement of the protein flexibility and motions necessary for its function. This clearly implies that the function of a protein is dependent on both its dynamics and its hydration. The question is, however, how the dynamics of a protein (and thereby its function) is related to its surrounding environment. Therefore, for a deeper insight into the biological function of a protein an understanding of the protein dynamics and how it is related to its surrounding environment is of fundamental importance.
The dynamics of protein hydration water has been the subject for many experimental studies. Several of these studies, performed by mainly dielectric spectroscopy, but also recently by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), see e.g. Refs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , have shown that the temperature dependence of the relaxation time for the observed main process changes at a certain temperature (typically around 180 ± 20 K) from a low temperature Arrhenius behaviour to a nonArrhenius dependence at higher temperatures. The physical origin of this dynamic crossover is not fully established, and it has therefore been lively debated in the literature. Different interpretations have been discussed, for instance that it is caused by the glass transition of the protein-solvent system [12] . This interpretation is, however, contradicted by the fact that water confined in solid materials (where no glass transition of the system occurs at a similar temperature) also exhibits the same type of crossover [6, 7] . Anyhow, irrespective of the exact physical origin of the dynamic crossover most results suggest that the process below the crossover temperature should be considered as a secondary process, distinguished from the cooperative and viscosity related α-relaxation, which is unobservable with both dielectric spectroscopy and NMR techniques [10] , at least below the crossover temperature [6, 7] . If the α-relaxation of the hydration water disappears, due to confinement effects, at the crossover temperature, it should have an impact on protein dynamics, and consequently also on protein function, since it has been shown that protein conformational changes [13, 14] , and escape of carbon monoxide (CO) out of the heme cavity in myoglobin [15] , cannot occur without the viscosity related (α) relaxation in the surrounding solvent. Thus, in this case, such large scale protein fluctuations will disappear at the dynamic crossover temperature of the solvent, giving rise to a glass-like transition of the protein-solvent system. Below the crossover temperature the remaining secondary solvent process will only be able to promote more local protein motions [13] . In addition to this crossover also another dynamic crossover for hydration water, measured by quasielastic neutron scattering techniques, is observed around 220 K [16] , but its physical nature will not be further discussed in this paper.
The dynamics of a protein is determined by its energy landscape [17] . The protein energy landscape, which describes how the energy of the protein is changed with change of its structure, can be compared to that of glass-forming liquids [17] [18] [19] . In this scenario, glasses are analogous to proteins at low temperatures, and supercooled liquids to proteins above a glass-like transition of the proteins, with the exception that for proteins the increase of fluctuations with increasing temperature is not directly caused by the increasing thermal energy. Rather the increase of protein fluctuations is caused by the increasing motions in the solvent [20] . This glass-like transition of proteins, which can be determined by calorimetry, should not be confused with the so-called "dynamical transition" of proteins that are probed by e.g. neutron scattering around 220 K [21, 22] since these types of dynamical onsets (which occur whenever the dynamics become fast enough to be observed by the given experiment) are probed on very different time-scales. In general, for glass-forming materials the glass transition temperature T g of a material is typically defined as the temperature where the viscosity exceeds a value of 10 13 poise
) and/or the associated α-relaxation time reaches the time-scale of a calorimetric measurement, i.e. about 100 s [23] . On this time-scale the viscosity related α-relaxation and secondary β-relaxations are distinctly separated, whereas on the nano-second time-scale, which is the typical time-scale for a neutron scattering experiment, they are generally merged into one effective relaxation. This is an important difference, since for secondary relaxation processes the material behaves as a solid at T g (or even slightly above T g ) due to that the time-scale of the α-relaxation is so much slower than these secondary processes, whereas at the time-scale of neutron scattering this is not the case.
Protein dynamics involve many different types of motions, both local and more global movements, including transitions between several conformational substates [13] . When lowering the temperature these transitions become increasingly slower with decreasing temperature, and at a certain temperature the protein becomes frozen in a specific substate [17, 24] . The freezing of transitions between different conformational substates into a more rigid structure involves a change in the thermal energy of the protein, and consequently, a change in the heat capacity. As a result, the protein undergoes a glass transition. The glass transition in hydrated proteins has been investigated by calorimetric and rhehological measurements, see e.g. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and it has been shown that except for that this transition can be tricky to detect it is exceptionally broad and, thus, covers a large temperature interval [27] [28] [29] . The origin of this broadening has been suggested to be due to a large distribution of relaxation times within the protein-water system [27] , or be caused by a size distribution of water clusters on the protein surface [29] . Thus, the glass transition in hydrated protein samples does not occur at one specific temperature or in a narrow range of temperatures, but rather this transition occurs over a very broad temperature interval. In the present study we have investigated hydrated myoglobin and myoglobin in a water-glycerol mixture by dielectric spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The aim of the study has been to relate the calorimetric glass transition in the proteinsolvent system to the relaxation processes obtained by dielectric spectroscopy. From our result we are able to show that the calorimetric glass transition is in fact due to several relaxation processes occurring on different time-scales. 
Materials and methods
The myoglobin used in this study was a horse heart (equine heart) myoglobin purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (product number M1882). The protein was in form of a freeze-dried powder, (≤10% water) and used without further treatment. The samples prepared for this study was protein in water at two different hydration levels h = 0.33 and h = 0.5 (h denotes the ratio of solvent to protein, i.e. h = gram solvent/gram protein), and protein in a water:glycerol 33:67 wt.% mixture of h = 1, i.e. the latter sample contained equal amount of solvent and protein.
Differential scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on TA Instruments DSC Q1000. For each measurement the sample (≈5-10 mg) was placed in a hermetic pan of aluminium, and as a reference, an empty hermetic pan was used. All investigations were carried out in the heating mode in the temperature interval 95-295 K, at a heating rate of 10 K/min (after cooling down at the same rate). The temperature for the inflection point of the glass transition was determined using the Universal Analysis 2000 software (TA instruments), and the temperatures for the onset and the end of the transition were determined by analysing the derivative of the heat flow with respect to the temperature. Each measurement was carried out several times to ensure reproducibility of the results.
Dielectric spectroscopy
The dielectric measurements were performed on a broadband dielectric spectrometer from Novocontrol. The samples were investigated in the frequency and temperature ranges 10 − 2 -10 9 Hz and 120-350 K, respectively. For the lower frequencies (10 − 2 -10 7 Hz) an Alfa-S High Resolution Dielectric Analyser was used, and the measurements in the higher frequency range (10 6 -10 9 Hz) were carried out using an Agilent 4291B RF Impedance Analyser. The samples were placed between two gold plated electrodes and a teflon film (thickness 100 μm), placed between the sample and the upper electrode, was used in order to reduce the large contribution of conductivity and electrode polarisation to the spectra at low frequencies (since this type of set-up has been shown to reduce such effects [30, 31] , even if care has to be taken when analysing the results [32] ). The sample thickness was for all measurements 0.1 mm (determined by silica spacers), and the sample diameter was 20 mm and 10 mm for the low and high frequency measurements, respectively. After preparation each sample was placed in a sample holder and cooled down to 120 K and then reheated to 350 K while isothermal (±0.2 K) scans were made at every fifth degree. The imaginary part of the dielectric response, ɛ⁎(f) = ɛ′(f) − ɛ″(f) was then analysed. The dielectric loss peaks obtained for the protein sample were fitted to several Havriliak-Negami functions (Eq. (1)) and one more general fit function [33] (Eq. (2))
where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency. Specific parameters for the equations are in Eq. (1) the relaxation time τ, the static dielectric , and in the 33:67 wt.% water:glycerol mixture at the solvent level h = 1 (C) for some temperatures. Note here that the low frequency dispersion caused by conductivity and polarisation effects is essentially absent in the data due to the use of a teflon film between the sample and one of the electrodes.
constant and the limiting value of the dielectric constant at high frequencies ɛ s and ɛ ∞ respectively, and α and β are shape parameters that determine the symmetric and asymmetric broadening of the relaxation peak, respectively. In Eq. (2) ω p and ɛ″ p are the position and the height of the peak. The parameters a and b are shape parameters that describe the slope of the peak at low and high frequency side, respectively, and the C parameter is a parameter that describes the broadening of the relaxation peak without changing the power laws at high and low frequency sides. The temperature dependences of the obtained relaxation processes were described by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation (Eq. (3)) or by the Arrhenius law (Eq. (4))
where τ 0 is the relaxation time extrapolated to infinite temperature, E a is the activation energy and T 0 the temperature where τ would go to infinity. The parameter D determines the deviation from Arrhenius temperature dependence. Eqs. (3) and (4) are generally used to describe the α-and the β-relaxations, which are due to global configurational changes and more local movements in the material, respectively.
Results
The glass transition of a system can be observed experimentally by studying the thermodynamic properties of the system. In Fig. 1 the results from the DSC scans obtained for hydrated myoglobin at the two different hydration levels h = 0.33 (1A) and h = 0.5 (1B), and for myoglobin in the water:glycerol 33:67 wt.% mixture at a total solvent level h = 1 (1C) are shown. It has earlier been shown that the onset temperature of the glass transition in hydrated proteins is almost independent of the hydration level whereas the width of the transition decreases with increased hydration level [25] . In accordance with this, it is obvious that the reduction of the hydration level from h = 0.5 (Fig. 3B) to h = 0.33 (Fig. 3A) only has a minor effect on the onset temperature, whereas a substantial broadening of the glass transition region occurs from a width (as taken from the onset to the end temperature of the transition) of 45 K to a width of about 85 K for the higher compared to the lower hydration level, respectively. From these figures it is also clear that the glass transition temperature T g (given by the inflection point) increases from about 190 K to around 210 K, which is consistent with the plasticizing effect water has on the flexibility of proteins [3] . Keeping the water content at the lower hydration level and adding glycerol to the sample results in a more narrow glass transition and a lower T g , as shown in Fig. 1C . In this case, where the solvent contains 67 wt.% glycerol, T g is located at about 175 K, and the width of the transition is reduced to ≈40 K.
In Fig. 2 typical dielectric loss spectra are shown for some temperatures. From this figure it is clear that the spectra are complex, and that several relaxation processes are present in the data, but also that contributions from conductivity and electrode polarisation are suppressed due to the use of the teflon film between the sample and one of the electrodes. It should here be noted that some of these relaxation processes, i.e. the low frequency processes at higher temperatures, would not be visible without this teflon film, and thereby, much information about the relaxations in the sample had been lost. Hence, the teflon film made it possible to determine even processes that normally are hidden by the usually large contribution of conductivity and polarisation effects at low frequencies and high temperatures. The relaxation processes in the samples were determined by use of Eqs. (1) and (2), and in Fig. 3 the temperature dependences of all the obtained relaxation times τ are shown for myoglobin in water at the hydration levels h = 0.33 (3A), h = 0.5 (3B), and myoglobin in water:glycerol 33:67 wt.% (3C), respectively. From these figures it is clear that the relaxation scenario of the sample at the highest water content (h = 0.5) is more complicated than the samples containing less water or a relatively large amount of glycerol. For these samples the fastest and second fastest relaxation processes (denoted process I and II) are due to the relaxation of the solvent, where process I is a weak local relaxation that appears to be universal for supercooled confined and hydration water. The universality of this process is supported by the fastest process shown in Fig. 4 . The second fastest process, i.e. process II in Fig. 3 , corresponds to the main relaxation of the solvent. In the case of pure water as solvent (Fig. 3A and B) , as well as water rich solvents (N50 wt.% water, H. Jansson, R. Bergman, and J. Swenson, unpublished data), this process is also rather universal for water supercooled in confinements, on surfaces and in mixtures, as also shown in Fig. 4 . Its anomalous temperature dependence, with a crossover from a high temperature non-Arrhenius behaviour to a low temperature Arrhenius dependence at typically 180 ± 20 K, will be further discussed below. However, the data shown in Fig. 3B suggest that not all hydration water at higher hydrations undergo this crossover, but that a small fraction of it continues to relax by the secondary process (denoted process III in Fig. 3B ) also above 180 K. Possible explanations for such a behaviour will also be discussed below. For the sample with 67 wt.% glycerol in the solvent the interpretation of this main solvent process (process II) is considerably easier since it is due to the α-relaxation of the mixed solvent (at least for temperatures down to T g of the protein-solvent system).
In addition to the solvent processes (i.e. processes I and II) the samples exhibit one or more dielectric relaxation processes located at lower frequencies, see Fig. 3 . In the case of the sample with 67 wt.% glycerol in the solvent (3C) the slowest of the processes (process IV) likely originate from large scale fluctuations in the protein, since this process corresponds, regarding relaxation times and temperature dependence, to results obtained by hole-burning spectroscopy concerning conformational changes of the protein structure [34] . However, since the corresponding bulk solvent also shows a similar slow relaxation process (provided that the teflon film is used also for that sample, H. Jansson, R. Bergman, and J. Swenson, unpublished data) we cannot exclude that it is due to collective motions in the solvent. Taken the preferential hydration into account, the second slowest process (process III, Fig. 3C ) probably corresponds to process IV and process III in the myoglobin-water samples of the higher (h = 0.5, Fig. 3B ) and lower (h = 0.33, Fig. 3A) hydration level, respectively. This relaxation process arises above the crossover temperature of the main water relaxation and it is most likely due to the relaxation of polar side groups based on earlier interpretations from measurements of hydrated proteins by time-domain reflectometry [35] and recent observations by quasielastic neutron scattering [36] . Whether these side chains move together with the possible secondary solvent relaxation (process III, Fig. 3B ) is still not clear. In the myoglobin sample with the higher hydration level also two slower relaxation processes are observed, where the slowest one (process VI), in correspondence with the glycerol containing sample, most likely is due to large scale motions of the protein. A similar relaxation process was also found in the sample with the lower hydration level, but due to its weakness its temperature dependent characteristics is very uncertain, and it has, therefore, been excluded. The origin of process V in the h = 0.5 sample is not known, but likely also this process corresponds to protein motions.
Discussion
As mentioned above, the main solvent process of myoglobin in pure water follows the same temperature behaviour as water in many different systems, both solid inorganic materials and biological and other soft systems, as shown in Fig. 4 and Refs [7, 11] . In the case of soft systems the crossover from a VFT behaviour at higher temperatures to an Arrhenius temperature dependence at low temperatures is generally occurring at the glass transition temperature of the whole water containing system. It has therefore been suggested [11, 12] that it is the glass transition of the system that causes the crossover in the temperature dependence of the interfacial water, in one or another way. However, the same type of crossover occurs for water confined in solid materials, such as MCM-41 and molecular sieves shown in Fig. 4 , for which a glass transition temperature is located far above the crossover temperature for the confined water. This makes it obvious that the glass transition of a soft system can only indirectly be responsible for the crossover. A likely explanation for the dynamic crossover in soft systems was provided by Cerveny et al. in Ref. [11] , where the authors suggested that the crossover is associated with the emergence of confinement effects for the interfacial water when the host material starts to move above T g of the system. Thus, below T g of the system the water is restricted to move in confined spaces, whereas above T g of the system the water molecules are able to perform cooperative long-range motions. In this way the authors were able to explain why the crossover occurs at T g of soft systems without contradicting previous interpretations [6] [7] [8] of the dynamic crossover of water confined in solid materials. In these previous publications it has been suggested that the low temperature Arrhenius behaviour is due to a secondary β-like relaxation process of the deeply supercooled water, and that the crossover is a result of a merging of this secondary process with the cooperative α-relaxation, which, for some reason, is non-observable with both dielectric spectroscopy and NMR techniques [10] , at least below the crossover temperature. Thus, for water in both soft and solid materials the dynamic crossover seems to be caused by geometrical confinement effects.
It should here be noted that this main process of the dielectric and 2 H NMR relaxation data shown in Fig. 4 , which we concluded must be due to the dynamics of the interfacial water since it is basically universal and present also in solid systems with only water molecules moving on the given time-scale, has also been suggested [37] to mainly arise from protein dynamics. Although fast local protein dynamics occurs on a similar time-scale as the main water process the small dielectric constant of a protein (ɛ ≈ 2-4) compared to that of water (ɛ ≈ 80 at room temperature) should ensure that the protein contribution to the dielectric relaxation process is minor compared to Fig. 4 . Relaxation times for hydration water of different proteins [5, 10] , and water confined in various hydrophilic host materials [4, 6, 8, 16, 39] .
that of water. Thus, the fastest and most local protein relaxations are submerged in the main solvent process and only the slower and more global motions may be observable in Fig. 3 .
As described above, the use of the teflon film made it easier to extract dynamical information of the systems that normally is hidden, or suppressed, by the contribution of conductivity and polarisation effects. In Fig. 3B , above the crossover temperature, a rather unexpected behaviour of the water relaxation is revealed. Whereas the main part of this relaxation seems to follow the, in general observed, VFT behaviour (process IIb), a smaller fraction of the water (process III) seems to continue the relaxation via an Arrhenius temperature dependence. This may imply that a fraction of the water displays a more local dynamics than the majority of the water molecules in this system, and recently an explanation of this behaviour was suggested [14] by that some of the water molecules found in the very close vicinity of the protein surface do not participate in the cooperative α-relaxation and therefore continue to relax via the more local β-relaxation. However, a corresponding relaxation process in the sample at the lower hydration level (h = 0.33) is not observable, which may be due to that process III in Fig. 3B is directly or indirectly caused by the small amount of ice present in that sample. Thus, whether this process is due to ice or surface water on ice particles (as suggested in Ref. [38] ) and/or protein molecules [14] is still not fully established.
For myoglobin in water the main solvent process, i.e. process II, reaches a relaxation time of 100 s at about 115 K, which is far below the onset temperature of the broad T g range. This observation further supports the assignment of this process to a secondary relaxation of the hydration water below the dynamic crossover temperature, since such a secondary solvent process is not expected to participate in the glass transition of the sample. The slowest process (process VI) shown in Fig. 3B , which most likely is due to large scale protein fluctuations since it is found very close to results obtained by hole-burning spectroscopy concerning conformational changes of the protein structure [34] , should, however, be one of the main processes responsible for the glass transition of this sample, since this process reaches a relaxation time of 100 s at 185 K, which is close to the inflection point around 190 K shown in Fig. 1B . In the case of pure water as the solvent the crossover in the water dynamics observed at about 170 K in Fig. 3A and B is close to the onset temperature of the glass transition (see Fig. 1A and B) . This fact is most likely not a coincidence since the α-relaxation of the hydration water vanish at the crossover temperature and no glass transition related conformational changes of the protein can occur without presence of the α-relaxation in the solvent [13] . Thus, the crossover in the water dynamics, and the associated vanishing of the α-relaxation, seems to cause the glass transition of the protein-solvent system and thereby have important implications for protein dynamics. However, since the interfacial water does not exhibit any clearly observable glass transition (due to this vanishing of the associated α-relaxation before the calorimetric glass transition temperature is reached) the glass transition of protein-water systems is observed as a "freezing-in" of only protein motions. Nevertheless, the surrounding water is responsible for the glass transition of the protein-water system, as discussed above.
For the myoglobin sample in a mixed water-glycerol solvent, a somewhat different scenario for the glass transition is revealed. In this case the main solvent relaxation (process II in Fig. 3C ), and the fastest clearly distinguishable protein process (process III in Fig. 3C ) reach a relaxation time of 100 s (i.e. a dynamical glass transition) at about 160 K and 174 K, respectively, which is in almost perfect agreement with the onset temperature and the inflection point of the calorimetric T g at 165 K and 175 K, respectively, shown in Fig. 1C . From a comparison of the DSC data on the myoglobin sample in the mixed water-glycerol solvent (Fig. 1C) with the corresponding data on the myoglobin samples in pure water (Fig. 1A and B) it is evident that the step in T g is larger and the inflection point is considerably closer to the lower end of the T g range for the glycerol containing sample. This suggests that the freezing-in of the α-relaxation in the water-glycerol solvent makes a major contribution to the calorimetric T g of this sample, in contrast to the glass transition of the myoglobin samples in pure water where the main contribution, as discussed above, seems to arise from large scale conformational motions in the protein.
However, since the glass transition range is known to be exceptionally broad for proteins [27, 28] , particularly for the low hydrated samples shown in Fig. 1A and , it is clear that not only one single protein process can be responsible for the whole glass transition. Thus, the whole T g range of a sample may involve the freezing-in of both the α-relaxation of the solvent, if that is present at T g , as well as different types of protein fluctuations, and when these protein fluctuations occur on widely different time-scales the T g range becomes particularly broad, as shown in Fig. 1A .
Concluding remarks
The present calorimetric and dielectric study of myoglobin in water and water-glycerol solvents shows how strongly the glass transition, and its associated dynamics, of the protein-solvent samples depends on the total solvent content and the glycerol/ water ratio. We show that the glass transition is extremely broad in temperature for low hydration levels, and that the broadness of T g is likely due to that several relaxation processes, occurring on different time-scales, contributing to the glass transition. When the hydration level decreases it is suggested that the more local protein relaxations are less slowed downed compared to the global fluctuations, thereby giving rise to a shift of the T g range to slightly higher temperatures and, in particular, a significant broadening of the transition, in agreement with the calorimetric results.
We also discuss the solvent dynamics and its relation to the glass transition of the protein-solvent system. The results suggest that the cooperative α-relaxation of the solvent is involved in the calorimetric glass transition, but that the only observable solvent processes observed at low temperatures for water rich solvents are of too secondary (or local) character to participate in the glass transition. Furthermore, we provide an explanation for why the main solvent process, in such water rich solvents, should be regarded as secondary, and therefore not related to the viscosity, at temperatures below a dynamic crossover occurring at 180 ± 20 K. A possible explanation, that is consistent with all available relaxation data on hydration water and confined water, for this dynamic crossover is also provided, and it is further discussed how it may affect the glass transition related protein dynamics.
